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The specific heatCv of Pr
31- and Eu31-doped silicate glasses has been determined between 0.1 and 10 K.

Below about 5 K,Cv}T
11n with n50.0–0.3. This dependence is characteristic for the two-level-system~TLS!

contribution to the specific heat,Cv
TLS. The values ofCv

TLS andn noticeably vary with the chemical nature and
the concentration of the glass modifiers. The number of TLS in samples of almost identical composition is
significantly larger for the Pr31 doped than for the Eu31 doped and the undoped glass. Above 5 K, the
T3-phonon term and theT5 term associated with soft localized vibrations also contribute toCv . The results do
not point to a correlation between theT11n and the higher-order terms.

The existence of a quasilinear contribution to the low-
temperature specific heat of glasses1–3 is usually explained
by so-called two-level systems~TLS!.4,5 It is assumed that
these TLS are~groups of! atoms or molecules tunneling from
one spatial position to another.1,2,4–8Recently, intensity fluc-
tuations in the autocorrelation of the fluorescence of single
aromatic molecules in polyethylene at 2 K have been inter-
preted as tunneling of individual TLS.9 Furthermore, we
have found for two different silicate glasses that both the
specific heat and the optical linewidth follow a quasilinear,
T11n, temperature dependence, with the same value ofn for
a given rare-earth/glass sample, but with differentn for the
two samples.10 In the present work we show that the low-
temperature specific heat depends on the composition of the
silicate glass and that, for a glass with a given composition,
the number of TLS is significantly enhanced when doped
with Pr31 as compared to Eu31 and the undoped glass.

Five samples with dimensions of approximately 0.5 cm
30.5 cm31 cm were used. The rare-earth ions Pr31 and Eu
31 were doped at different concentrations in silicate glasses
of varying composition~see Table I!.11 The first three glasses
in the table have identical glass modifiers with very similar
concentrations and differ only in the dopants. The fourth
sample doped with 1 mol % Pr31 has the same glass modi-
fiers as the first three but with different concentrations. The
last sample doped with 0.25 mol % Eu31, in addition, differs
in the composition of the glass modifiers. The names in Table
I refer to the concentration of the rare-earth ion, which is
given in mol %.

The specific-heat data were obtained in a dilution refrig-
erator using a thermal relaxation method.12 In this method
the sample is permanently linked to a heat sink. Averaged
temperature profiles are obtained by periodic applications of
a heat pulse. The heat capacity follows from the power ap-
plied, from the equilibrium temperature reached during the
heat pulse and from the area of the temperature profile in a
T-versus-time plot.13 The sample was thermally connected to
the top of a sapphire plate with dimensions 1 cm30.7 cm
30.1 cm by a precisely determined amount of Apiezon-N
grease. A ruthenium-oxide resistor was used as thermometer.
A NiCr heater with a resistance of about 1 kV was sputtered

in a meandering pattern on the bottom of the sapphire plate.
A small gold wire with a length of about 5 cm and a diameter
of 40mm provided the heat link between sample holder and
heat sink. The calculated heat capacity was corrected for the
contributions of the empty apparatus~measured in a separate
experiment! and the amount of Apiezon-N grease.14–16 The
heating time varied between 15 s and 400 s, i.e., the experi-
ments were performed in the long-time regime.17

The data of the specific heatCv as a function of tempera-
tureT between about 0.1 and 10 K for the three samples of
almost identical silicate glass composition (R 0.0, Pr 0.1, and
Eu 3.0! are presented in Fig. 1~a!. The specific-heat data for
the last two samples of Table I, Pr 1.0 and Eu 0.25, are
shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c! together with those of Pr 0.1
and Eu 3.0, respectively, for comparison. The curves through
the data are fits to the following expression:

Cv5Cv
TLS1Cv

D1Cv
loc

5aTLST
11n1~aD1aexc!T

31alocT
5. ~1!

The first term,Cv
TLS5aTLST

11n, represents the TLS contri-
bution to the specific heat, where the parametern is related
to the energy dependence of the TLS density of states,
r5r0E

n,18 with n50–0.3.1,3 The second termCv
D is a

T3-phonon contribution consisting of two parts, the Debye
part,aDT

3, related to the elastic constants, and an additional
‘‘excess’’ term characteristic for glasses,a excT

3, which is
usually of the same order as the Debye term.3,7,17The third
term, proportional toT5, accounts for the broad plateau often
observed inCv /T

3 plots in the region of 5–10 K.1,2,19–22The
fitting parameters~n, a TLS , aD1aexc, aloc) are given in
Table II. For comparison, the values of the pure silicate glass
Suprasil-W, taken from the literature,3 are also given.

We can estimate the number of TLS,N TLS , that contrib-
utes to the specific heat in a selected temperature interval
from the entropy difference:23

DS5N TLSkB ln25E
0

Tmax
~Cv

TLS/T!dT, ~2!
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where the upper cutoff temperatureTmax can be rather arbi-
trarily chosen because the density of energy splittings,E, of
the TLS is rather flat.18We have chosenTmax5 5 K because
optical dephasing experiments on the Pr 0.1 and the Eu 0.25
samples have suggested the presence of TLS up to at least
this temperature.10 With Cv

TLS5aTLST
11n, we obtain

NTLS5
a TLS5

11n

@kB~11n!ln2#
. ~3!

The results forNTLS are given in Table II. By comparing the
five glassy samples studied, we see thatN TLS depends
strongly on the composition of the glass, i.e., on the glass
modifiers and their mol %, and on the rare-earth ions.

Figure 1~a! shows that of the three comparable silicate
glasses,R 0.0 and Eu 3.0 have very similar values of the
specific heat, whereas Pr 0.1 has a significantly higher value
of Cv . This is also shown in Table II, whereN TLS is almost
three times larger for Pr 0.1 than for the other two samples.
Furthermore,N TLS increases only slightly by doping the
glass with Eu31 ~compareR 0.0 with Eu 3.0!. We attribute
the significantly larger value ofNTLS to the larger ionic ra-
dius of Pr31 (r51.08 Å! compared to that of Eu31

(r51.00 Å!.24 The influence of the rare-earth size is also

manifested in the orthorhombic high-Tc superconducting
compounds of the typeXBa2Cu3O7. ForX5Pr31 the com-
pound is not superconducting, whereas it is for most other
rare-earth ions.25,26

The value ofN TLS for R 0.0 is about two and a half times
larger than that for the pure silicate glass Suprasil-W ('
100% SiO2), which proves that the presence of glass modi-
fiers indeed increases the number of TLS. In Fig. 1~b!, where
the temperature dependence of the specific heat of Pr 0.1 is
compared to that of Pr 1.0, we observe that a change in the
concentration~mol %! of the glass modifiers~see Table I!
influences the value ofN TLS more than the difference in
Pr31 concentration between 1.0 and 0.1 %. Figure 1~c!
shows data for Eu 0.25 and Eu 3.0 which confirm the idea
that the composition of the glass, which is markedly different
for the two samples, strongly influencesN TLS . It is therefore
understandable that the Eu 0.25 sample yields a lowerNTLS
value than theR 0.0 sample.

We will only comment briefly on theT3 andT5 contribu-
tions to the specific heat, since they are not the main subjects

FIG. 1. Specific heat of the silicate glasses listed in Table I:~a!
undoped glass (R 0.0! (s), Pr 0.1 (L), and 3.0 (d), ~b! Pr 1.0
(n) and Pr 0.1 (L), ~c! Eu 0.25 (¹) and Eu 3.0 (d). Drawn lines
are fits of Eq.~1! to the data with the parameter values given in
Table II. The inset of~a! is a vertical enlargement of the low-
temperature data between 0.1 and 3 K.

TABLE I. Compositions of the rare-earth-doped silicate glass
samples.

Name Comp. Mol %~Ref. 11!

R 0.0 SiO2 60
Li 2O 27.5
CaO 10.0
Al 2O3 2.5

Pr 0.1 SiO2 59.9
Li 2O 27.5
CaO 10
Al 2O3 2.5
Pr2O3 0.1

Eu 3.0 SiO2 57
Li 2O 27.5
CaO 10.0
Al 2O3 2.5
Eu2O3 3.0

Pr 1.0 SiO2 68.3
Li 2O 15
CaO 11
Al 2O3 4.7
Pr2O3 1.0

Eu 0.25 SiO2 74.75
Na2O 15
BaO 5
ZnO 5
Eu2O3 0.25
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of this paper. The experimental values (aD1aexc) ' 0.8–
1.2 ~see Table II! are about 1.2–1.5 times larger than the
theoretical values (' 0.7–0.8! expected from the Debye
phonon contribution,Cv

D/T352VkB
4p2/(5v3\3) in which V

is the specific volume andv is the velocity of sound.23 The
origin of this excessT3-dependent specific heat, peculiar to
the amorphous state and well documented in the
literature,1,17,27–30is still unknown.

The fitting coefficientaloc of the T
5 term, which in the

literature is interpreted either as due to soft localized
vibrations19,20,22 or to the onset of phonon dispersion,21 is
much smaller thanaTLS . It varies between;1022 and
10243aTLS , depending on the glass composition~see Table
II !. There appears to be no correlation between theT11n and
the higher-order terms when comparing different samples
and, thus, we have no indication of a common origin of the
TLS states and soft vibrations.8,22

In summary, we conclude from these low-temperature
specific-heat experiments that the number of TLS in silicate
glasses varies strongly with the chemical composition of the
glass and, for a given composition, with the nature of the
rare-earth dopant. Pr31 induces a larger number of TLS than
Eu31, probably due to its larger size. In the present samples,
the exponentn ranges between 0.0 and 0.30, implying that
the energy splitting dependence of the low-temperature den-
sity of TLS states varies for silicate glasses of different com-
positions. Our experiments provide no evidence for a com-
mon origin of TLS states and soft vibrations.
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